Magid® K-ROC® cut-resistant gloves are made with specialized blends and durable para-aramid that’s five times stronger than steel, is inherently flame resistant and offers excellent cut protection.

- **ANSI Cut Levels | 2-4**
- **Materials | Para-aramid fiber blends**
- **Coatings | Polyurethane, rough nitrile, foam nitrile, NitriX® Grip Technology and latex**
- **Applications | Material, metal and glass handling**

Gloves are categorized by coating and then by cut level within each coating.

### Polyurethane Coating

**Advanced Comfort**
KEV4326

- **ANSI Cut | 2**
- **ANSI Abrasion | 4**
- Para-aramid blend
- 13-gauge

**Extra Tough**
KEV4327

- **ANSI Cut | 2**
- **ANSI Abrasion | 5**
- **ANSI Puncture | 4**
- Para-aramid blend
- 13-gauge

**Super Strong**
KEV8627

- **ANSI Cut | 4**
- **ANSI Abrasion | 3**
- **ANSI Puncture | 3**
- Para-aramid blend with steel
- 13-gauge

### Rough Nitrile Coating

**Flexible Weight**
KEV4308

- **ANSI Cut | 1**
- **ANSI Abrasion | 4**
- Para-aramid blend
- 13-gauge

**Superior Grip**
KEV4316

- **ANSI Cut | 2**
- **ANSI Abrasion | 4**
- Para-aramid blend
- 13-gauge

**Super Strong**
KEV8616

- **ANSI Cut | 4**
- **ANSI Abrasion | 4**
- **ANSI Puncture | 3**
- Para-aramid fiber blend with steel
- 13-gauge

### Foam Nitrile Coating

**Flexible Grip**
KEV4319

- **ANSI Cut | 2**
- **ANSI Abrasion | 4**
- Para-aramid blend
- 13-gauge

### NitrIX® Grip Technology Coating

**Full Protection**
K8646

- **ANSI Cut | 4**
- **ANSI Abrasion | 4**
- **ANSI Puncture | 4**
- Para-aramid blend
- 13-gauge

### Latex Coating

**Best Dry Grip**
KEV6529

- **ANSI Cut | 3**
- **ANSI Abrasion | 3**
- **ANSI Puncture | 3**
- 100% Para-aramid
- 10-gauge
- Heavy duty
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